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Dipping Toe in the Water


The post-meeting statement itself was just a tiny tinkering. Inflation remains
considered as “transitory”.



Chair Powell was at total liberty to introduce Delta variant as a justification for
driving his dovish stance home.

He just didn’t.

Powell finally gave a nod to

tapering as Fed’s regional presidents are in simmering revolt.


Our base case is that the September and November FOMC meetings are warm
ups, whilst tapering would be officially announced in December.

We expect

USD to go from strength to strength as the tortuous normalization continues.

Policy rates remain unchanged after the July FOMC meeting.

Pinning rates to ground

for more than a year, analyst is getting used to tease out the last drop of nuance of the
post-meeting statement. Despite that, it almost becomes an impossible task recently.
The statement itself was just a tiny tinkering, acknowledging economic conditions have
“continued to strengthen”.

Inflation remains considered as “transitory”, and

everything in the Universe is “transitory” according to the Second Law of
Thermodynamics.

Naturally, eyes are squarely on Chair Powell, and he didn’t let Fed watchers down.
Powell was at total liberty to introduce Delta variant as a justification for driving his
dovish stance home.

He just didn’t. Instead, he deliberately appeased the market

that “there has tended to be less in the way of economic implications from each wave.”
What makes him consign the growth fear to the backburner is a myth. We suspect
Powell finally gave a nod to tapering as Fed’s regional presidents are in simmering
revolt.
Still, Powell didn’t plant any clue about the possible timing of taper. The Fed merely
repeated the signaling “well in advance” line.

That phrase meant 2 meetings in 2017.

Our base case is therefore that the September and November FOMC meetings are
warm ups, whilst tapering would be officially announced in December.

USD is

projected to go from strength to strength as the tortuous normalization continues.
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Disclaimer - Investment Involves Risk
Investment Risk Disclosure


The following risk disclosure statement cannot disclose all the risks involved and does not take into
account any circumstances that are unknown to Shanghai Commercial Bank Limited (the “Bank”).
Investment involves risks. Securities, Investment fund and Bonds are investment products. The price of
investment products may go up or down, and may become valueless. It is as likely that losses will be
incurred rather than profit made as a result of buying or selling investment products. Any past performance
figures shown are not indicative of futures performance. Part of the investment may not be able to liquidate
immediately under certain market situation. Customers should refer to relevant offering documents for
detailed information, including but not limited to Risk Disclosures, prior to any investment subscription.
The products described herein may not be suitable for all people. The decisions to invest are made by
customers and customers should not invest in investment products unless the intermediary selling them
has explained to them that the product is suitable for them having regard to customers’ financial situation,
investment experience and investment objectives. Customers should not make any investment decisions
based on this document alone. Customers must make their own assessment of the information provided
in this document. Customers should carefully consider whether any investment products or services
mentioned herein are appropriate for them in view of their financial situations, investment experiences and
investment objectives. If customers have any doubt about this material or any relevant offering document,
they should consult their own independent advisers on the legal, regulatory, tax, investment and financial
implications of the investments (including but not limited to estate duty and withholding tax and other tax
obligations which may arise from local or foreign investment) as they deem appropriate to ensure that they
understand the nature of the investments in order to consider whether the investments are suitable
investments for them.



Investment Risk in Securities: The prices of securities fluctuate, sometimes dramatically. The price of a
security may move up or down, and may become valueless. It is as likely that losses will be incurred rather
than profit made as a result of buying and selling securities. Investment involves risks. Any past
performance figures shown are not indicative of futures performance. Part of the investment may not be
able to liquidate immediately under certain market situation. Customers must ensure to read and
understand the information of Shanghai and Shenzhen Connect A-shares trading of the Bank including
relevant details, trading rules, risk, fees, restriction and notices before investing in Shanghai and
Shenzhen Connect A-shares trading.



Investment Risk in investment funds: The prices of investment funds fluctuate, sometimes dramatically.
The price of an investment fund may go up or down and may become valueless. It is as likely that losses
will be incurred rather than profit made as a result of buying and selling investment funds. Investment
involves risks. Any past performance figures shown are not indicative of futures performance. Part of the

investment may not be able to liquidate immediately under certain market situation. Customers should
refer to relevant investment fund offering documents for detailed information, including but not limited to
Risk Disclosures, prior to any investment fund subscription. Customers should carefully consider whether
any investment products or services mentioned herein are appropriate for them in view of their financial
situations, investment experiences and investment objectives. Please refer to explanatory memorandum
or relevant materials of the fund for further information. The subscription of investment fund is subjected
to prevailing regulatory requirements and restrictions and relevant terms and conditions of the Bank. The
Bank acts as a distributor of the funds managed by fund housed and the funds are the product of the third
party fund houses. For distribution of funds – in respect of an eligible dispute (as defined in the Terms of
Reference for the Financial Dispute Resolution Centre in relation to the Financial Dispute Resolution
Scheme) arising between the Bank and the customers out of the selling process or processing of the
related transaction, the Bank is required to enter into a Financial Dispute Resolution Scheme process with
the customers; however any dispute over the contractual terms of the product should be resolved directly
between the third party fund house and the customers.


Investment Risk in Bonds: Bond investments are not bank deposits and involve risks, including the
possible loss of the principal amount invested. Customers should be aware of the risk of exchange rate
fluctuations for bonds denominated in non-local currency, which may cause a loss of principal. Unless
specified, these investments are not guaranteed by the Bank. The prices of bonds fluctuate, sometimes
dramatically. The price of a bond may go up or down and may become valueless. It is as likely that losses
will be incurred rather than profit made as a result of subscribing and redeeming bonds. Investment
involves risks. Any past performance figures shown are not indicative of future performance, which the
Bank does not guarantee the existence of a secondary market for bonds. Part of the investment may not
be able to liquidate immediately under certain market situation. Customers should refer to relevant bonds
offering documents for detailed information, including but not limited to Risk Disclosures, prior to any
bonds subscription.



RMB is subject to exchange rate risk (only applicable to Individual Customers): RMB is currently not freely
convertible. Customers should be aware that they can conduct conversion of RMB at CNH rate through
bank accounts, for which it is subject to the requirements specified by the Relevant Authorities from time
to time, the requirements specified by the Bank and/ or the RMB position and commercial decisions of the
Bank at that moment. RMB Conversion Limitation Risk (only applicable to Corporate Customers): RMB is
currently not freely convertible. Corporate Customers should be aware that they can conduct conversion
of RMB through bank accounts, for which it is subject to the requirements specified by the Relevant
Authorities from time to time, the requirements specified by the Bank and/ or the RMB position and
commercial decisions of the Bank at that moment. RMB investments are subject to exchange rate
fluctuations which may provide both opportunities and risks. The fluctuation in the exchange rate of RMB
may result in losses in the event that the customer converts RMB into HKD or other foreign currencies. If

the home currency of the customer is different from the Investment product currency or the Investment
product's reference currency, changes in currency exchange rates may erode the investment gains or
widen the investment losses of the customer.


The information of this document has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of
Hong Kong or any regulatory authorities in Hong Kong.

Important Notice / Disclaimer:


This document is issued and solely owned by the Bank. This document is for general information and
reference only and does not constitute any offer, solicitation, invitation, advice or recommendation to
subscribe, trade, redeem or sell for any deposits or investments. No representation, guarantee or other
assurance as to the outcome of any investment has been made or will be given to you by or on behalf of
the Bank.



This document contains information from third party, which may be incomplete or simplified. Although the
information herein contained is obtained or compiled from sources the Bank believes to be reliable, it has
not been independently verified. The Bank cannot and does not represent or warrant the accuracy, validity,
reliability, timeliness or completeness of any such information (whether in whole or in part), and accepts
no liability for any loss or damage howsoever arising from or in reliance upon the whole or any part of
such information or opinions (unless due to the negligence or wilful default of the Bank, the Bank’s
authorised officers, employees or agents). The Bank reserves the right to amend all or any part in this
document, which all views, forecasts and estimates constitute judgments made before the publication date,
and are subject to change without further notice. This document contains certain statements that may be
deemed as forward-looking statements involving risks and uncertainties. Customers should be aware that
actual results may differ materially from those projected, estimated, assumed or anticipated in any such
forward-looking statements due to different factors, risks and economic situation.



The information herein contained may not be reproduced, quoted, distributed, disclosed or published
(whether in whole or in part) in any media for any purpose without prior express written consent from the
Bank. The Bank accepts no liability for any loss arising from or in reliance upon such information or
contents. This document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction
or country where such distribution would be contrary to the laws or regulations.



The Bank and its affiliates or subsidiaries, and/or their officers, directors, agents and employees may have
positions in and may trade for their own account in all or any of the securities or investments mentioned
in this document. Companies within the Bank may have provided investment services or underwritten in
relation to these securities. Commission or other fees may be earned by the Bank respect of the services
provided by them relating to these securities or investments.

